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Francis said franklin, son of Ben. Benjamin Franklin was born in Boston on 17 January 1706. He was the tenth son of Black Franklin . Benjamin's mother Abiah, who was the second wife of Black. All in all, joe black's father will have 17 children. The purpose of jusaah was to enter Benjamin into religious leaders. However, Joe Black can afford to send his son
to school for just one year and needs years of talab education. But, as young Benjamin liked to read it, he had a printer from his brother James. After helping James out the type of puzzles and sets that the banker was working, Benjamin, 12, sold his products in the streets. The support printer when Benjamin started 15 his brother in Boston, the first
newspaper, The Couorant. Although james had two papers in the city before the couorant, he's only re-informed from abroad. James's paper did articles, james's friends, ads, and opinions of pieces written by news of the ship schedule. Benjamin also wanted to write for paper, but he knew James would never give it. After all, Benjamin was just a despised
support. So Ben started writing letters at night and signed them with the name of a legendary behave, quiet good. Dogood was the advice of the world around him and very important, especially about the matter of how women were treated. Ben would stick the letters under the door of the print shop at night so nobody knew who was writing the pieces. They
were a smash hit, and everyone wanted to know who was real silence good. After 14 letters, Ben admitted that he was writing letters with everyone. James's friends were very alike and funny while Ben, James G scolded his brother and was very jealous of the attention paid to him. Long ago, The Franklance found it difficult with Boston's powerful Puratan
aphorian, The Mathers. Smallpox was a deadly disease in these times, and supported the mathers in Anokolashan; The Franklance thinks That Anokolashan only asked people. And when most Bostonans agreed with The Franklance, they did not like to make a taste of religious leaders during this debate. Eventually, James was thrown into jail for his
thoughts, and Benjamin was left to run the paper for several cases. After his release from prison, James was not grateful to Ben for continuing the paper. Instead he harassed his younger brother and managed time with beatings . Ben could not take it and decided to run away in 1723. Learn more: The New England Courent escape from Philadelphia was
illegal away. In early America, people needed a place in society and ran nowhere. Yet Ben took a boat in New York where he hoped to find work as a printer. He didn't, and went to New Jersey, finally reached Philadelphia by a boat ride. After debarking, he used the last of his money to buy some lists. He was wet, And when his next wife read Dabura , he
saw her on that day in October 6, 1723 . He never dreamed that she would be married seven years later, she seemed strange to her. Franklin worked as a support printer. He did so well that the Governor of The Governor of The New Year promised to set himhiminin a business if young Franklin would just go to London to buy a font and printing equipment.
Franklin had to go to London, but the governor forced Ranimed and Benjamin to spend months working in England on his promise. Benjamin was living with the reading family before he left for London. Dabora Read, the same girl who was seen by young Benjamin arriving in Philadelphia, started talking to the wedding, with the young printer. But Ben thought
he was ready. While he was gone, he married another man. On his return to Philadelphia, Franklin tried to help him run a shop, but soon went back to being a printer wizard. Franklin was a better printer than the man he was working, so he borrowed some money and set himself in the print business. Franklin started working all the time and the philadelphia
citizens began to give notice to the young businessman. Soon he started getting a contract to do government jobs and promoting in business. In 1728, Benjamin had a child's name in William's period. William's mother is not known. Surely, I married his childhood beloved Benjamin, reading Dabura. Dabora's husband had fled, and now he was able to get
married. Besides running a print shop, Franklance even then ran to his own shop, with selling everything from cloth cloth from Dabora. Ben also ran a book shop. He was a great innovation. Find out more: Franklin's arrival in Philadelphia purchased the 1729 New York Times, The New York Times, The New York Times, the New York Times. Franklin not only
print paper, but was often under him . His newspaper soon became the most successful of the colonies. This newspaper, among others Frida, will print the first political cartoon written by Ben himself. During the 1720s and 1730s, the dedicated to public good started to show itself by Franklin. He dedicated himself and urban improvement to a young working
man group. He joined Rajamastary. He was a very busy man socially. Learn more: American philosophical society but Franklin thrived at work. In 1733, he began publishing poor Richard's almaaak. The far-off alma-gintaries were annually print, and include things like weather reports, recipes, predictions and homeliness. Franklin published his manual under
the guise of a man named Richard Savandres who needed money to take care of his carping wife. What a distinguished Franklin for his writing of the arty up-hoparams and the colour. Franklin, like, saved a money is a drink, many of the famous phrases coming from poor Richard. Learn more: Quatbali Fire Prevention Franklin continued his civic cooperation
during the 1730s and 1740s. He helped start projects for smooth, clean and light on the streets of Philadelphia. They started to be active for environmental cleansing. In this period, Franklin's chief successes helped to start the library company in 1731. Books were very difficult and expensive during that time. Franklin acknowledged that by polling resources
with each other, members can afford to buy books from England. Thus the country's first membership library was created. In 1743, he helped to start American philosophical society, in which america had the first learned society. Recognizing that the city needs better help in sick treatment, Franklin gathered a group that established the 1751 Hospital of The
New York Times. Library Company, Philosophical Society, and The New Time Hospital are in existence today. The fire was a very dangerous threat to the pallidlphons, so Franklin set about trying to treat the situation. In 1736, he organized the Philadelphia Union Fire Company for the first time in the city. His famous saying, Prevention Once is worth a pound
of treatment, was actually fire-extinguishing advice. Those who suffered fire damage to their homes often suffered irreversible economic losses. So in 1752, Franklin found with him a part of Philadelphia to harm him . These people were not financially sifted with insurance policies. The Konterabathonshop is still in business today. Learn more: The Printing
Business of the Fire Department of Power Franklin was boosted in this 1730s and 1740s. They also started building franchise printing partnerships in other cities. By 1749 he retired from business and started focusing on science, experiments and inventions. It was not new to Franklin. In 1743, he had invented a heat-efficient fireplace to help improve already
hot homes. As the fireplace had invented to help improve society, they refused to take a patent. Franklin's other inventions are floating fins, glass armonikas (a music maker) and bafofacals. In the early 1750s, he returned to the electricity study. His observations, including his kite experience, which confirmed the nature of electricity and electricity, have
brought Franklin international fame. Learn more: Franklin and his kite experience became an active interest for Franklin in the 1750s. In 1757, he went to England to represent The Colony in his battle with the children of the Penn family who should represent the colony. He said that to 1775 in England, not only as a colonial representative of The New Jersey,
but also georgia, New Jersey and Mesa Chustus. In his time soon, Franklin himself considered a loyal Englishman. England had many facilities that america lacked. There are also good thinkers in the country, theatre, whati talk, short supply in the Us. He asked Dabora to come to England. He had ideas There permanently, but they were afraid to travel by
plane. In 1765, Franklin was surprised by the united States' strong opposition to the Steamup Act. His evidence before Parliament helped members to do the law. He started thinking america should break free from England. Franklin, though he had many friends in England, increased the disease of corruption, he saw all of them in politics and royal circles.
Franklin, who proposed a Un Plan in 1754, will now start working on this purpose for a lot of time. Franklin's big break with England was in the Highson affair. Thomas Hitchsenson was an English-moin governor of The Mesa Chostus. Although he was journalists towards the people of Mesa Chustus in his complaints against Britain, he was actually still
working for the king. Franklin held some letters in which The H.C.S. called English freedoms into the United States. He sent a letter to the United States where most of the population was angry. After her pregnancy, Franklin's letters, Whatial, were called to english foreign, where she was condemned in public. Learn more: Franklin's conflicts with america
came to the home of a new nation Franklin. They started working actively for freedom. He naturally thought his son William, now the royal governor of New Jersey, would agree with his views. William did not. William was a loyal Englishman. This created a crack between the father and the son , which was never healed . Franklin was selected as the second
Contint. And worked on a committee of five that helped draft the Declaration of Independence. Although most of the writing is by Thomas Jefferson, franklin's share is a lot. In 1776 Franklin signed the declaration and later the French ship as ambassador of the Court of Louis XVI French Love Franklin. He was the man who had pet power, the modest
American who was dressed like a background but was a match for any intellect in the world. He did speak to French, though Stottrangal. She was a favorite of women. Many years ago his wife Dabora died, and Benjamin was now a disgrace. Along with franklin's popularity, the French government signed an agreement of unity with the Americans in 1778.
Franklin also helped secure loans and convinced the French that they were doing the right thing. Franklin, was on hand to sign the Paris Agreement in 1783, after winning the American Revolution. Now in his late seventy, Franklin returned to America. He became the president of the Executive Council of The Council of The Unto The People of The World. He
worked as a representative of the Constitutional Convention and signed the Constitution. One of his last public acts was writing an anti-slavery script in 1789. Franklin died on April 17 at the age of 1790 years 84. 20,000 people attended the funeral of the person who was called, the harmony of human crowd. His electric personality, however, is still the light of
the world. World.
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